
FOUND BELOW GROUND
HIDDEN GEMS IN THE HAYMARKET

 1. CRESCENT MOON This classic Haymarket coffee shop may be underground,

but it’s popularity is anything but. Boasting a fantastic

coffee, espresso and tea menu (with incredible food to

boot), Crescent moon is perfect for anyone in search of a

cozy spot to catch up with friends or just to grab a cup of

one of their specialty drinks. Plus, with weekly open mic

nights for local songwriters and authors, there’s always a

good reason to return.

2. ESCAPE LINCOLN Looking for a fun challenge? Escape Lincoln offers the

opportunity to test your critical thinking skills as you work

to escape their puzzling, themed rooms ranging from

Sherlock Holmes or Alice and Wonderland. Will you be able

to escape? 
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This tasty, impeccably themed stop is one that will have

you wanting to fall down the Rabbit Hole over and over.

Offering freshly baked cakes, brownies, macarons and

other delicious pastries, this whimsical spot is a quaint

retreat from the hustle and bustle above. With specialty

spirits and cocktails, there’s something for everyone, any

time of day. 

3. RABBIT HOLE
BAKERY

Word on the street, or rather below it,
is that there are some pretty amazing
places to eat, drink and hangout below
the surface of Lincoln’s popular
Haymarket District. Whether you are
looking for an escape, or somewhere
to get you in the zone, you won’t want
to miss these unique lower-level finds: 



4. N-ZONE Calling all sports fans! As one of the Haymarket’s most

popular bars, N-Zone should be one of your stops before

any game or concert. With some of the best wings in

town paired with their unique drink specials, there’s no

better place to get you in the zone for cheering on your

favorite team.

5. STARLITE LOUNGE This blast from the past will transport you to a simpler,

swingin’ time. The Starlight Lounge offers creative

martinis and craft cocktails in their truly memorable

retro atmosphere. No matter the occasion, a trip back in

time is always on the menu at the Starlight Lounge. 

6. VS ARCADE BAR We would say that Vs Arcade Bar doesn’t play any games

when it comes to offering the best classic arcade games,

but then we couldn’t mention their vast array of pinball

machines, pool tables, and classic skee ball lanes. This

locally owned and operated bar lets you relive all of the

nostalgia of your childhood arcade favorites like Pac-Man

and pinball, all while enjoying a fresh, specialty cocktail. 
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For something that’s part concert, part comedy and

always 100% entertaining, Brewsky’s Friday and

Saturday night Blazing Pianos are always a must.

Located right below Brewsky’s in the Haymarket, this

weekly show brings in some of the best dueling pianists

in the country to duke it out. No two shows are every

the same, so they’ll have you coming back time and time

again.

7. BREWSKY'S
BLAZING PIANOS

8. THE CELLAR AT
THE OVEN

With over 1,800 bottles of wine curated by certified

sommeliers, The Cellar at The Oven has everything that

a wine lover would need to enjoy a night out. The

knowledgeable Cellar staff are eager to pour you a glass

of some of the most exquisite wine from their extensive

collection. 
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